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Detailed view Art.no. 7158777

Anaconda

ANACONDA Ti-Lite Big Daddy Heat
Control Chair

Art.-No. 7158777
EAN 4039507280871

Details

This chair will not only warm your heart, the built-in heating mechanism under the seat warms your legs, buttocks and
back at the same time thanks to the rising heat. The heating mechanism is controlled via USB ports using a power bank
(portable battery). As far as the material of the frame is concerned, with the Freelancer Ti-Lite series we have an extra
light and stable material at the same time. The sturdy frame is 36% lighter than aluminum and 77% lighter than an
ordinary steel frame. Furthermore, the new material absorbs 50% more vibrations, which gives it incredibly high stability
and elasticity (shock resistance). With the new Anaconda Freelancer Ti-Lite Big Daddy Heat Control, maximum seating
comfort is guaranteed by an air-permeable, breathable fabric, which also dries very quickly. The backrest can be adjusted
up to an angle of 45 degrees. A new technology, the quick-push technology, with so-called ?snap poppers? has been
installed to adjust the height of the legs.
? Built-in heating mechanism in the buttocks area, which is controlled and powered by a power bank (not included).
? Pleasant warmth on cold autumn and winter days in the area of the back, legs and buttocks
? including 2x USB cable and side pocket for the power bank)
? Dimensions of side pockets: 2 separation units a´10 x 14 x 5 cm
? Lightest carp chair series (Ti-Lite material)
? 36% lighter than aluminum and 77% lighter than steel
? extra light Ti-Light construction made of a magnesium alloy
? Quick-Push technology for easy adjustment of the legs (snap popper)
? Seat height: 40 -55 cm ; Seat 50 x 50 cm; Backrest 62 cm
? Materials: 100% polyester, neoprene, Ti Lite frame construction
? Pins for locking the legs to ensure stable safety
? Extra wide armrest 50 cm x 6 cm; extra wide mud feet
? Transport dimensions: 80 x 62 x 20 cm
? Load capacity up to 155 kg
? Modern freelancer look
? Weight: 5.6 kg
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No liability is assumed for the accuracy, completeness or topicality of the data provided here. If a delivered product deviates from this,
there is a right to return but no right to delivery of the goods with a characteristic specified here.
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